EV (Electro-Voice®) INTRODUCES NEW XLCi INSTALLATION SERIES OF
POPULAR COMPACT FORMAT LINE-ARRAY LOUDSPEAKERS
DALLAS, TEXAS (March 13, 2003): EV (Electro-Voice) is proud to announce the
introduction of its new XLCi installation series of popular compact line-array loudspeakers at
this year’s NSCA, booth #2205/2306/2109 and demo room C-1. Based on the highly
acclaimed and successful X-Line® line-array system, the compact XLC line-array system was
designed to meet the challenges of fixed installation environments, namely, performing arts
venues, houses-of-worship, and sports facilities where a modern generation line array is too
large. These new units excel in pattern control and predictability, and are easy to install in a
variety of system designs. To further expand on the XLC’s unique design and reputation,
Electro-Voice has refined the system and created an installation friendly compact format linearray loudspeaker, the XLCi.
The introduction of the XLCi compact line-array system expands EV’s commitment to
professional sound contractors and designers. Furthermore, the XLCi compact line-array
system meets and exceeds the demands of a wide variety of applications. The popularity of
line-array systems is due to the response and pattern control possible when the system is
well designed and the array is well executed. And this is precisely what the EV XLCi delivers:
unprecedented performance matched with easy and affordable installation, particularly in
difficult or problematic acoustical environments.
In collaboration with leading consultants and customers, EV engineers set a new standard
for line arrays in the XLC compact line-array system. The compact system comprises three
components, XLCi 127 main, XLCi 127+ main, and the XLCi 118 sub cabinet. The XLCi 127
is a 3-way design that utilizes a 12” vented LF, 2 x 6.5” MF transducers on a 120-degree
horizontal waveguide, and 2 x HF transducers that combine through a new vertical plan wave
generator to a 120-degree waveguide. The system can be used in tri-amp mode, or bi-amp
two-way using the sophisticated internal passive MF to HF network. The XLCi 127+ main is
similar to the XLCi 127 with the exception of a different driver. Solid sub bass extension is
provided by the 18”-loaded XLC 118.
Designed for use in groups of four or more, the XLCi system delivers predictability and
control. Combined with a simple and easy-to-use rigging system on the cabinet refined for
permanent installations, quick and affordable installations are a reality. The XLCi compact
line-array system also comes complete with the same Line Array Prediction Software
(LAPS), which enables the user to determine appropriate array configurations, splay angles,
aiming, and other critical information. Additionally, the software interface is designed to give

the user quick and intuitive access to a variety of modeling functions. Ideal for applications
ranging from performing arts venues to houses-of-worship, to sports facilities, the XLCi offers
the user a solid audio solution for difficult acoustical environments.
For more information, call 1-800-392-3497, or visit www.electrovoice.com.
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